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Raid, trade and board the longboat for your next adventure in
these Viking-themed slot games!
Our Friends · Friday, October 29th, 2021
th

Have you ever wondered what it would’ve been like back in the late eighth to early 11 century,
when Vikings – or “Norsemen” – left their homeland of Scandinavia and sought fortunes
elsewhere? Or, have you ever thought about what it would’ve been like to come face-to-face with
these seafaring warriors as they raided the British Isles?
With this online casino free spins no deposit offer, these Slots can give you a taste of Viking life
and prepare you for battle as you board the next longboat and brave the unknown ocean.
Read on to find out more.
Vikings of Fortune
Vikings of Fortune is a slot game that is set along five reels, three rows and 20 paylines, where you
will come face to face with Norse mythology and play alongside the likes of Odin and Thor. The
wild lightning sword yields 10,000x your wager – offering the games ultimate jackpot! On top of
this, a wild Thunder Streak symbol can appear, and cover the centre reel, triggering a re-spin where
winning symbols stay on the reels until no more can be added. Three or more bonus symbols offer
a re-spin that allows an attempt for even more free spins. Also, ten or more bonus symbols can
reward 100 free Thunderspins! During this, the wild symbol stays situated on the middle reel and
any wins can trigger another Thunder Streak. The power of Vikings Fortune is yours, so step into
this ancient Norse world and harness the lightning in an attempt to win the ultimate jackpot and
boost your bankroll.
Vikings Unleashed: Megaways
This game is based on a popular Television series of the same name, and invites you to board the
longboat and join the fearsome Vikings as they set off on their next legendary raid! With different
icons and characters each offering a variety of payouts, this game boasts special features and up to
78,125 ways to win! With seven free games to be unlocked, the playing arena could turn into a
seven-reel, five slot adventure. The scatter symbol is activated when fully stacked Viking
characters land in a hotspot on the third reel. This turns all the other Vikings on the screen into the
same image, and if 27 or more matching symbols are shown, then you could win a payout of up to
200,000 coins! This ambitious raid is one you will not want to miss – with unique bonuses,
exciting payouts and a full-blown Viking adventure awaiting your reel-spinning talents. What’s not
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to love?
Volatile Vikings
This exciting six-reel slot game offers yet another Viking adventure as you set sail on the quest for
rewards. Ragnarök is rising again, so spin the reels through fire and ice as you prepare for battle
amongst the most fearsome of Norsemen. With potential payouts worth up to 20,000x your initial
bet – this game features a Multiplier Reveal symbol that can trigger payouts worth up to 100x your
bet, alongside scatter symbols that can activate six free spins, and one extra spin for every
additional scatter symbol following this! With icons featuring colourful stones with Viking
paraphernalia inscribed on them, Viking deities, and Ragnarök himself – this adventure is one that
will have you on the edge of the boat, reeling in free spins, bonus rounds and multipliers. Hold on
tight and brace yourself for rocky seas as you attempt to reel in wins in your next adventure with
the Volatile Vikings!
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